The Northeast meeting was the third in a series of four quadrant meetings and took place on February 26, 2019 from 6:00-8:00PM in the Allen R. Baca Center Dining Room. The meeting was attended by 74 members of the community.

At the meeting, attendees were shown an introductory “What is a comprehensive plan?” presentation before starting a series of three exercises. The first exercise comprised of a series of open-ended questions, which attendees wrote their answers on stickers and placed them on boards. They then had the opportunity to place dots to agree with other answers. The second exercise was focused on getting the public involved in the policy-making process. Attendees were given a list of ten draft policies for the next decade that they could edit, comment on, and prioritize. They were also given the opportunity to create their own. The third exercise was a live polling exercise in which attendees could answer questions and immediately see how other people in the community answered.

The following is a summary of the exercise board and live polling responses from the Northeast quadrant. Policy exercise data is available separately. All public input information will be available as an appendix to the comprehensive plan, Round Rock 2030.

**EXERCISE BOARD RESPONSES**

**Today, Round Rock is...**
- A suburb of Austin over-run with apartments
- Nice place to live
- Nice city with issues with transportation along its major arteries

**What do you like about your quadrant?**
- Old Settlers Park
- It still has the feel of a small town with some undeveloped space
- Excellent location- close to everything in RR- shopping, entertainment, medical, etc. Friendly, integrated older neighborhoods.

**Tomorrow, Round Rock will be...**
- Keep downtown friendly, pedestrian safe + involved w/events including parades
- A shining example of what happens when a small town thoughtfully grows
- A busy community, with busy roads and neighborhoods in need of maintenance

**What could improve your quadrant?**

Describe your idea and its benefits.
- A suburb of Austin over-run with apartments
- Nice place to live
- Nice city with issues with transportation along its major arteries

**POLLS RESPONSES**

Round Rock has enough housing choices for me to be able to up-size or down-size throughout my life without having to leave Round Rock.

Some new developments are planned so that people can live, work, shop, and dine in a pedestrian-friendly area. How strongly do you agree this type of development is good for Round Rock?

Which type of new housing developments would you like to see built in Round Rock?

Compared to what the City has now, what type of land use do you think Round Rock needs more than any other?

Aside from traffic, what do you think are the biggest issues Round Rock will face in the next ten years?

How important are alternative modes of transportation besides cars to increase travel options in Round Rock?